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Paradise Lost and
The Camp Fire’s Lasting Effects



The Camp Fire
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The Camp Fire was the deadliest, most destructive fire 
in California history. More than 19,000 structures 

burned, including over 14,000 homes, 86 people died, 
and 153,336 acres burned. Evacuations were in place 

for 85 days. Sheltering continued for a year.



November 8, 2018 – 6:30am
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• Fire was ignited in a remote 
area of Butte County

• “Camp Fire” was driven North 
West by intense winds in areas 
of high fuel loads

• Moving from ridge to ridge, in 
less than 12 hours fire burned 
through communities of 
Concow, Paradise, Magalia, and 
Butte Creek Canyon.

• https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=WuOcyM3KYrA#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WuOcyM3KYrA


Town of Paradise
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 Walkthrough with IT
 Business Continuity
 Hardware & Software Availability
 Business Resources
 Communications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Business ContinuityHardware & Software	Will you have access to your hardware and software during an event. (servers, switches, routers, vpn concentrators, etc.)	Will your staff have desktops, laptops, phones, cell phones, radios, copiers, scanners, tools, etc.Business Resources	Do you have and know to grab: check stock, special check printing cartridges, bank certificates or security fobs	Is there more than 1 person who can login and upload the ACH/etc.	The simple things, do you have a bunch of flash drives, cell phone chargers, pens, notebooks.  Staff might and will leave without many things.	What data and documents are only stored onsite	Do you have an offline and in hand copy of all staff member’s personal contact info	Do you have only 1 person in multiple departments?  How do you allow them to sleep?	A couple weeks of 20+ hours/day has a noticable impactCommunications	Can you operate without any one of the following: landlines, internet, wifi, cell phones, radios?  Can you operate without all of them?	What do you do if there are no options for 2+ weeks?	Can systems designed for gigabit fiber tolerate high latency and loss from single megabit satellite?
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Butte County Population 
Pre-Camp Fire

228,000 Residents 

• 93,000 Chico

• 26,000 Paradise 

• 18,000 Oroville 

• 8,800 Gridley/Biggs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For a little context –Butte County is located about 90 miles north of Sacramento. Our western boarder is the Sacramento river, on the eastern side we have the Sierra Nevada foothills. Pre-camp fire 22,000 population. Chico is the largest city of 93,000, follow by Paradise of 26,000. We’re home to Chico State, Sierra Nevada Brewery, Lake Oroville. For my portion today I’m going to talk a bit about the County’s role in an emergency and some things that went well and some lessons learned that I hope may be helpful for all of you in preparing your organization for a major disaster and finally I’m going to share some of the financial impacts to the County.228,000 Residents (226,000 post fire)93,000 Chico (112,000 post fire)26,000 Paradise (4,600 post fire)18,000 Oroville (22,000 post fire)8,800 Gridley/Biggs    (9,300 post fire)



Butte County 
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 Oroville is the County Seat
 Roughly 2,150 Employees
 Over 15% of employees directly impacted by the fire
 Many more with indirect impacts & secondary trauma

 Relatively Poor County 
 6 Federally Declared Disasters Since 2008
 2008 Lightning Complex 
 2017 January Storms, February Storms, October Fires 

(Oroville Dam Spillway Incident and Evacuations)
 2018 Camp Fire, February Flooding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unfortunately we have lots of experience with fires and other disasters. Since 2008 we have had 5 federally declared disasters including some fires that at the time we thought were large. You’ll also recall the Oroville Dam spillway evacuations and disaster which we thought was the largest disaster we would ever see – it turns out it was just the dress rehearsal. Federally Declared: 2008 – Lightning Complex2017 – January Storms, February Storms, October Fires2018 – Camp Fire, February Flooding



County Emergency Operation Center (EOC)
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 Public Information
 Sheltering People and Animals
 Coordination w/Sheriff & Fire Operations
 Coordination w/Communities, Nonprofits, Elected 

Officials
 Roads
 Public Health
 Logistical Support
 Cost Recovery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a fire event the operations are managed by Fire – not the EOC Sheriff managed law enforcement operationsThe EOC plays a key support role and must be working in concert with operationsThe EOC role (and cost recovery is dictated by CalOES & FEMA)The County also functions as the operational area to support local cities and districts if needed and if we need support that goes to the regional area, then the state, then the feds. In this event all levels of government were overwhelmed.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a structure and planning requirements and document and all sort of things you must do. If you are not familiar with that, get familiar 



What Worked
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 Trained, Practiced & Dedicated Staff
 Senior team with significant experience
 Staff lost homes and were displaced 

 Experience
 Systems in place to track time & purchases – 214s
 Robust, experienced logistics team that knows FEMA requirements
 Good coordination with Sheriff & Fire 
 System in place for staff to get through road blocks
 Contacts in our phones (staff & otherwise)

 Relationships 
 Innovation
 Square peg in a round hole

 Bring Department of Finance and Legislators to Visit
 Retired Annuitants 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trained Dedicated practiced staffIn the first 48 hours you need people who show up, start working and now what to do – it’s all a blur & was very chaotic and many of those folks lost homes or were displaced, but they still showed upExperienceCommunication systems became overwhelmed and spotty. We lost our network so the contact information in our phones was all we had During the spillway event we evacuated our offices (and EOC) and did not have a good way to contact staff at homeNow we have emergency notifications that we can do just to staff – they have to opt in for personal phone numbers and emails, but they doWe bring in retired fire chiefs –two one the EOC and one at the incident command post – this isn’t related to finance, but I understand this doesn’t always happen and is hugeSheriff rep in the EOC at all timesCoordinated PIO staff between EOC and operations and the incident RelationshipsWe recently did a debrief from the Camp Fire and this was one of the most repeated comments about what went right. You must have relationships in place…with your County, with your neighboring jurisdictions…finance, management, IS and within your organization. It’s easy to stay in our comfort zone at our desk and do our daily tasks, but during an emergency (and during lots of other times) those relationship are key. This is hard work, there will be differing options and direction from the state and you will struggle where you don’t have relationshipInnovation is also key – There is an emergency management system that is very rule bound and bureaucratic – it was not designed for an event on this scale – we pushed back, we did things different. Lots of things were done for the first time. Be an advocate for your community   



Working with CalOES & FEMA
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They are here to help…and overwhelmed too

Staff will change & replacements won’t be briefed

Get everything in writing (and it still might change)

Recognize FEMA is largely designed for hurricanes

Bring in your leadership when needed – no’s can 
turn to yes



I Wish Butte County Would Have…
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 Realized Earlier How Overwhelmed We Would Be
 We Needed More of Everything
 Everything Needed to Be Scaled Up

 Tracking Systems, Reporting, Everything

 Requested Mutual Aid Earlier, Working Side by Side
 Learned More from Napa/Sonoma/Shasta Events
 Had Plans in Place to Deal with Trauma in our Staff
 Got it in Writing
 Figured Out How to Integrate EOC and Recovery 

Operations 



Town of Paradise – Lessons Learned
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1. Understand insurance policy limitations
2. Be persistent finding assistance
3. Be pro-active about staff retention
4. Physical and mental support for staff while 

preparing for turnover
5. Engage with the community & professionals
6. Realistic expectations
7. Pace yourselves

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From Gina Will::1-Understand your insurance policy and recognize that there is limited coverage available for lost tax revenue and street restoration.2-Keep asking for what help you need. There are many agencies and programs willing to help, but regulations will get in the way. You have to keep looking until you find one that fits. Persistence is important.3-Be prepared to be creative with staffing. Complete and implement competitive salaries early to retain employees. Be prepared to use professional contract and temporary services to support operations.  Despite a reduction in population, the workload for many departments increases dramatically.4-Provide as much mental and physical support to employees as possible. Even then, a large percent of employees will leave due to trauma and the housing shortage. 5-Engage the community early and often, but recognize it will be difficult as they are scattered far and wide. Engage professionals to help with PR and developing a community recovery plan.6-Be careful about setting unrealistic expectations. While there are many opportunities for improvement, personal property rights and funding limitations create barriers.7-The cliché it’s a marathon not a sprint applies. Now 13 months after the Camp Fire, 402 building permits have been issued and 21 homes have been rebuilt out of roughly 9,600 homes lost in Paradise. While very exciting, it demonstrates how many more miles we have to cover.



County Financial Impacts
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 Uncertainty Continues 
 Disaster Related Costs – $30 Million & Still Spending
 Cat A&B Response & Debris 2.5% local share 

 Authorized for regular staff time for Cat A
 Mutual Aid Payments Pending
 Debris Removal & Collections Process
 Tree Removal & Collections Process

 Cat C-G Infrastructure 6.25% local share 
 Coordination with Insurance Process
 Infrastructure Damage During the Event
 Infrastructure Damage from Debris/Tree Operations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Significant uncertainty about costs and over financial impacts even a year laterDirect Costs for Response and Recovery:  The County is continuing to respond to the Camp Fire and through the first quarter was still sheltering fire survivors, facilitating debris removal, and was active in recovery initiatives. At this point, the County expects to receive 75%-90% of reimbursable costs from FEMA and of the remaining 10%-25% it is anticipated that 75% of those costs will be reimbursed by the State. That leaves a local share of 2.5%-6.25% for costs deemed reimbursable by FEMA and CalOES. Not all costs will be reimbursable.  Through September the County had expended approximately $29 million on Camp Fire response and recovery efforts. That includes approximately $4 million in non-reimbursable staff time, $2.5 million in staff time that should mostly be reimbursable, $14.5 million in services and supplies that should be mostly reimbursable, and $8 million in Public Works related costs most of which should be mostly reimbursable. The County continues to work with CalOES and FEMA to prepare the documentation to receive reimbursement for eligible expenses. This is a tedious and time-consuming process. These totals do not include payment of most of the approximately $5 million in mutual aid costs that we anticipate. Staff are working to review the mutual aid claims with CalOES and our mutual aid partners to put the required documentation in place to facilitate reimbursement.  FEMA, CALOES and Insurance Revenues: Thru September the County has received $7.7 million in advanced FEMA and CalOES funds and $4.3 million in advanced insurance reimbursements for building repairs, equipment replacements, and other Camp Fire related losses. 



County Financial Impacts
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 Property Tax – 3% Reduction in County Assessed 
Value
 Mid-year adjustment in 2018-19
 Additional adjustments for 2019-20
 Three year property tax backfill

 $1.5 million in 2018-19
 $4.3 million in 2019-20 (includes in lieu VLF)
 Est $4.2 million In 2020-2021

 14,000 Homes Destroyed, 1 year later 37 are rebuilt, best 
case is 1,000 at 2 year mark

 $4 million ongoing shortfall?
 Base Year Value Transfers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Property Tax – This is a really big deal for the County and the Town of ParadiseThe assessor did a mid year adjustment related to the calamity process outlined in Code – that adjustment did not include adjustments to land value. Similar to how supplemental property taxes are distributed to all taxing entities based on their proportionate share of property tax for the year calamity claims remove value the same way – in other words Chico got some of the largest impact of the calamity claim and there is no adjustment to in lieu VLF. For year 2 the impact is on the actual taxing entities that had the losses and on in lieu VLF.We were very lucky to get a three year property tax backfill – but that only takes us thru 2020-21 and the cut off for the Assessor’s Office for 2021-22 tax revenue is Jan 1 2021 – 2 years and 2 mos after the fire – maybe 7% rebuilt at that point so we will certainly still have a problem.Another aspect of the Calamity Claim Process is that folks can transfer there base year values within the County or to other County that allow it. We’ve seen this in significant numbers and they take awhile to process. It could depress the value increase you typically see when property turn over. – lots of fire survivors have relocated other places in the County, the state, the Country…



County Financial Impacts
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 Other Revenues
 Teeter Plan Revenue Reductions
 Reductions to PG&E and Comcast Franchise Fees
 One-time/limited time increase to Sales Tax
 Departmental Revenues
 Cost Plan Impacts

 New & Different Needs
 Building Project Cost Increases
 Limited Capacity to do Normal Work
 Public Safety Power Shutoffs – Generators & EOC 
 Recovery Work
 Housing Problems 

 PG&E Settlement ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Teeter Plan -- $400,000 (from 2.3 million to 1.8) – if folks walk away that could increase -- Properties subject to abatement related to debris removal will likely end up with property liens that exceed the value of the propertyWith fewer residents, fewer PG&E and Comcast Franchise FeesCounty has limited sales tax, but we are seeing some increase (in part from Chico…)Departmental Revenues – Landfill – huge increases, permit fees up, federal share of admin department revenues downEverything has changed





The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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BIDWELL PARK



The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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BIDWELL MANSION
& 

CHICO STATE UNIVERSITY



The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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Change in Population Per DOF:

Population on January 1, 2018:  92,861
Population on January 1, 2019 112,111

Increase 19,250
% Increase 20.7%



The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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IMMEDIATE EFFECTS:  SAFETY RESPONSE
 Fire crews responded to fire
 Police patrol units assisted Sheriff
 Public Works units worked on signal lights



IMMEDIATE EFFECTS

 Smoke filled the sky
 Total darkness at noon 

next day
 No physical damage or 

burn scars in Chico 
limits
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The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story



The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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PRESIDENT 
TRUMP VISITED 
ON 11/17/2018



The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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IMMEDIATE EFFECTS:  OVERNIGHT STAYS
 Hotels filled to capacity
 “Couch Crashers” stayed with Chico family and 

friends
 Rental occupancy rate jumped to near 100%
 Home Sales 



The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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IMMEDIATE EFFECTS:  OVERNIGHT STAYS
 Official Shelters established
 Unofficial Shelters established (Walmart Parking Lot)



The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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IMMEDIATE EFFECTS:  CITY EMPLOYEES
 35 City of Chico employees lost their homes
 3 of 13 in the Finance Office lost their homes
 Jessica moved to Colorado
 Melanie stayed in a hotel for 3 months and later purchased a 

home in Chico
 Crystal purchased a home in Chico 

 Emotional effects on staff
 Overtime work by management staff
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CITY OF CHICO OLD MUNCIPAL 
BUILDING BECAME PARADISE TOWN 

HALL

IMMEDIATE 
EFFECTS OF 
CAMP FIRE:

• Shared 
Resources 

• Emergency 
Operations 
Center

• Information 
Systems 
Resources 



The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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IMMEDIATE EFFECTS: GENEROSITY
 Many opened their homes
 Generous contributions of clothing

 No where to store leftovers
 Contributions of gift cards

 Others came from outside areas to get gift cards



The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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IMMEDIATE EFFECTS :  TRAFFIC 
 Usage of some roads increased by 77%
 Accidents increased by 29%
 Commute times increased



The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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IMMEDIATE EFFECTS:  SCHOOLS
 Relocation of Paradise Schools
 High School met in an unoccupied office building
 Middle School met in an old OSH building
 Charter school relocated to Church softball field

 Chico schools enrolled students



The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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 IMMEDIATE EFFECTS:  AIRPORT
 Terminal became an animal shelter
 Old army air base used as the FEMA, CalOES and 

Red Cross base camp



The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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LONG-TERM 
EFFECTS:  

CHICO



The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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LONG-TERM EFFECTS:  CITY RESOURCES
 Additional resources needed to cope with population 

increase
 Estimated additional annual costs is $13,400,000
 No new significant long-term revenue streams



The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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LONG-TERM EFFECTS:   REIMBURSEMENTS
 FEMA & CALOES
 Staff turnover = no consistency
 No Physical Loss = No $
 Document, document & document
 Subcontractor's get a higher reimbursement rate

 STATE LEGISLATORS VERY HELPFUL
 $3 million allocation to help mitigate effects

 GRANT REQUESTS
 OTHER



The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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LONG-TERM EFFECTS:  REVENUES
 Sales Taxes 
 Immediate need for vehicle replacements, etc.
 Large purchases made by Ridge residents in Chico before fire
 Revenue increase considered a “Blip”

 Transient Occupancy Tax
 Tax is 10%
 Exemptions for continuous stays over 31 days
 Concern that exemptions would eliminate tax
 Revenue increase considered a “Blip”



The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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LONG-TERM EFFECTS:  REVENUES
 Property Taxes
 Year of disaster all county-wide agencies share in loss
 Loss Backfilled by State of California
 New home purchases
 Lingering effects of audits from year of disaster



The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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LONG-TERM EFFECTS:  SEWER
 Sewer costs increased by 16%.  No quick way to 

increase sewer fees
 Sewer costs could not be increased immediately to 

cover new costs



The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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LONG-TERM EFFECTS:  HOUSING
 Shortages
 Short supply before fire
 Rentals converted to Sales

 Loss of new talent – No homes for new workers
 Effects City of Chico Municipality
 Effects on economic development (Hospitals)

 City enacted:
 No price gouging emergency ordinance
 New Auxiliary Dwelling Unit Standards (ADU)
 Reduced costs for some development
 Homeless task force and conference



The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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LONG-TERM EFFECTS:  EDUCATION
 Secondary Schools increase in students
 Chico State and Butte College decrease in students
 Unknown the long-term effects



The Camp Fire:  Chico’s Story
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THINGS LEARNED:
 Document everything
 Reach out to those who have lived through a 

disaster (City of Santa Rosa)
 Get a consultant
 Work with your legislators
 Create a resolution for straight-time reimbursement 

of overtime for management staff
 Do not give up!
 Pace yourself and get some rest
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Paradise Lost and
The Camp Fire’s Lasting Effects
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